Model N’s 340B Analysis and Refund Service

340B Analysis and Refund

Model N’s 340B Analysis and Refund service prevents revenue leakage and keeps manufacturers compliant by giving visibility into and streamlined reporting for 340B compliance.

See the full, transparent picture

This service provides a comprehensive picture ensuring all covered outpatient drugs are being offered to a covered entity at no more than the 340B price. It leverages covered entity membership information, 340B contracts and pricing, and transactions. This transparency enables manufacturers to eliminate revenue leakage from offering 340B prices to unauthorized or inactive entities, preventing diversion and eliminating duplicate discounts because of GPO prohibition guidelines.

Easily stay on top of compliance issues

By gathering timely, accurate and complete information, this service can ensure manufacturers remain compliant. It helps with reports for auditors. And, in the case of an overcharge, this service helps manufacturers provide refund details to each overcharged customer.

Key capabilities

• Analysis report
• Overcharge report
• 340B refund report
• Additional reports available based on customer requirements

Benefits

• Stay on top of and streamline reporting for 340B compliance
• End revenue leakage resulting from uncovered entities receiving 340B pricing and/or duplicating discounts
• Streamline the refund management and mitigation for overcharged customers